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Busted! Behind the Scenes The Big Picture How It All Works Bureaucracy Does Not Apply Here EuroCastle Revealed The
EU's Plan to Own Itself Tired of Telling Everyone How Great the EU Is? The EU's Easy Way to Own the World Freedom

of Speech in the EU What the EU Did The Real EU Corruption EU Mischief Resistance The EU did not Collusion EU
Bashing When you move to another EU country, the system where the state pays the judges your salary is called a "judicial
service." Your salary comes from the state, and your salary is not going to be reduced as a result of being a judge. In other
words, you will receive more money from the state for being a judge than you would for being a factory worker, banker,
school teacher, truck driver, or something else. Is the Judicial Service True? The answer is no. The amount of money that
an EU country pays for a judge is called a "judicial contribution." The judicial contribution is calculated by the number of

judges and not the total amount of taxes paid by the state. The EU also has five large regions (Nordic, Central, Baltic,
Mediterranean, and Southern) which pay their judges, but these judges are still paid by the state, even though there are no
judgments to do. The Judicial Service will still be paid. The judges will be paid more because judges are expected to work

longer hours and have more work to do. Judges can't be fired, unless they are totally incompetent or the court system is
hopelessly corrupt. If the courts are hopelessly corrupt, the corruption will be picked up by the news media and a new judge
will be selected for the courts. The EU does not pay judges The EU does not pay judges. A member of the European Court

of Justice (ECJ) gets a salary for life, and does not have to do any work. They work out of a big fancy office, and
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